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Motivation
• eResearch infrastructure use within the KISS project
– a healthcare study needing collaboration across teams spanning 

multiple organisations and wide geography within New Zealand.  
– National eResearch infrastructure exists already
– catalyst for study of non-technologist adoption of eResearch
– intended use case for distributed security and access control

• Moving the KISS project to managed, network-accessible 
storage has presented a number of challenges
– Technological needs are straightforward ... but so many options!
– Promising technological and educational solutions uncovered
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Talk Outline
• Background of the KISS project
• KISS project software use
– Researcher software integration challenges
–WebDAV issues
–Web browser shortcomings for file uploading
– Authentication standards: so many to choose from

• KISS project network difficulties
• Making campus networks special
– ... or making them special in a bad way

• Coordinating SLAs between eResearch stakeholders
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Background: KISS project
• Researchers collect sensitive 

video and biometric data:
– Field sites in NZ North Island
– Uploaded at Eastern Institute of 

Technology

• Analysis at the University of 
Otago (NZ South Island)
– Analysed data shared to 

researchers in participating 
organisations
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Background: KISS project
• Past: couriering unencrypted 

data, on external HDDs
– Centralised, managed, electronic 

storage perceived by the research 
team as a more efficient and secure 
approach to handling raw data

• National eScience Infrastructure 
(NeSI) maintains and develops 
NZ DataFabric (similar to ARCS’ 
past facilities)
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Software integration challenges
• Most KISS researchers are MS Windows desktop users
– Do not have administrator privileges
– May be isolated from technical support

• Need ‘light touch’ integration of new practice
– Researchers were very willing (greatly appreciated)
– Researchers can only endure changes up to a point

• eResearch infrastructure users are often experts, or have 
highly experienced technical support nearby (e.g. HPC)

• Initial plan was to use WebDAV: built into modern OSs
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WebDAV problems
• WebDAV was too inconsistent across OSs to be useful

• Decision: install BitKinex client to reach iRODS (via Davis)
– Problem: multi-protocol BitKinex tool presents significant amounts 

of unnecessary information to users; transfer workflow unfamiliar

• WebDAV over Davis uncovered subtle iRODS bugs
– ... but Rob fixed them and submitted back to the project

• Further usability problems encountered:
– DataFabric shows files that may still be being transferred
– (Out-of-band signalling employed between participants)
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Transfers with glitches
• Ideally we could pick and choose our feature set:
– KISS workflow is quite straightforward
– only a subset of iRODS client features are actually needed
– we would like integrated metadata management, however
– iDrop web heads in the direction of web-embeddable functionality
– notifications are needed in our case: success or failure of operations

• Some `power user’ researchers, and some browsing users 
• Web browser technology is of interest due to ubiquity
– allow interfaces to be customised to suit particular research projects
– but need non-interruption for large file transfers
– need to upload trees of files and folders
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Uploading directory trees
• Problem with moving directory trees into ZIP files
– different stages of workflow don’t see files being processed
– researcher needs to “babysit” archive creation process prior to 

upload: this will interfere with their working practice.

• Confirmed that recent browsers do not provide the 
functionality that we need
– Some popular browsers failed with very obscure (to end users) error 

messages, or behaved incorrectly when faced with directory uploads

• Unfortunately HTML5 does not solve these issues
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iRODS native protocol
• Complexities of iRODS interactions due to software layers
– Appealing to use ‘native’ clients where possible
– NeSI facility was not able to offer this form of access  

• Shows up a network-based challenge: authentication
– NZ eResearch authentication used to be highly arduous
– Short-lived certificates, partial Shibboleth support (e.g. few IdPs)
– Researchers mostly do not understand the context: hurdles

• Problem so many standards to choose from...
– Support matrix between client, OS, server is often patchy
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iRODS native transfers: iDrop
• ITS at the University of Otago also testing iRODS
– hopefully will be federated with the NeSI infrastructure in future

• ITS pilot facilitated use of native iRODS clients in KISS
– specifically the recently released iDrop tool

• iDrop has been found to be fast and reliable within KISS
– researchers have been able to use this software effectively
– however iDrop (and its GUI) is still under heavy development
–We are working with iDrop authors on many improvements
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Network conditions
• Multiple network difficulties have arisen during KISS
• In early May 2012, a network card malfunctioned in a 

device close to one of the DataFabric servers
– Problem: Monitoring such pieces of infrastructure currently is not 

possible outside the hosting organisation’s network, usually.  

• Researchers only see that “the system is (way too) slow”

• More than ten network and system administrators were 
involved across five organisations in diagnosing the fault
– Expensive in terms of time and human resources 
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KISS project data flow: data capture 
location to Data Analysis location
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Network failures
• Support organisations not synchronising diagnoses
– REANNZ (runs the REANNZ academic network) reported that 

minimal traffic present on REANNZ network during KISS transfers

• Routing policy at Otago was unexpected:
– Load-balances between REANNZ network and a commercial ISP
– Avoided all of the optimisations available on the REANNZ network

• For KISS researchers, network “dying” would be best
– Root cause could have been diagnosed
– Desktop users’ eResearch concerns impacting on organisations’ core 

network routing management and policy!
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Science DMZ?
• Mixing end-user eResearcher needs with core network 

configuration sounds like a call for a “Science DMZ” ...
– guarantee effective researcher-to-researcher connectivity, across 

local and national networks
– help work around Otago ITS hit-and-miss web filtering mess

• REANNZ are hosting OpenFlow (Software Defined 
Networking) experiments on the REANNZ network

• Useful side effect: now have a perfSONAR node network
– hopefully organisations chose to expose some internal monitoring
– create a shared picture of the network and service “weather map”
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Security of data
• Security of data on managed storage requires SLAs
– For now, responsibility for security to remains with research project
– Ideally central policies for technical management will be shared

• Client-side encryption allows “arms-length” security
– central providers need to ensure availability, but not confidentiality
– but needs barrier points: avoid researchers forgetting encryption

• Encrypted ZIP file project
– Server creates browsable directories: unpack ZIP without decrypting
– Can also use iRODS “virtual” directories to look inside ZIP files
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Conclusions
• KISS project benefited greatly from eResearch technology

• Many problems have been uncovered:
– Client-side software
– Distributed network behaviour and monitoring
– Coordinating multi-organisation tech support

• Progress has been made on all fronts

• Collaboration is key to eResearch, but coordinating SLAs 
between multiple organisations is difficult
– sensitive data management is still a way off yet...
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